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Ling Ziyao had thought that Lin Mo would hesitate and say yes. 

But unexpectedly …… 

“Sorry Ling Islander, I refuse.” 

Lin Mo directly shook his head and refused Ling Ziyao’s request. 

A married man himself, how could he possibly go and engage in some fake marriage with Ling Ziyao. 

Ling Ziyao’s face instantly revealed a look of consternation. 

“Why did you reject me?” 

Ling Ziyao silently swept a glance at her figure, it hadn’t changed. 

“I already have a wife.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused Ling Ziyao’s face to freeze. 

After her eyes carefully glanced around Lin Mo’s body, Ling Ziyao said. 

“I feel like there’s not much trace of a married person on you either.” 

Lin Mo only shook his head gently, indicating that he did not want to say anything. 

“How about this.” 

Ling Ziyao’s face revealed a slight look of hesitation. 

“I can promise you a condition, and there’s no need to hold any wedding or anything like that.” 

“When the time comes, you just need to stand by my side and then not say a word.” 

Ling Ziyao’s gaze was firm as she looked at Lin Mo. 

No matter what, she must fight for Mo Lin. 

There was no other reason, but there was simply no one more outstanding than Lin Mo on Ling Island. 

Moreover, Lin Mo’s strength and looks were among the top of his grade. 

If she really had to pretend, only Lin Mo could make Ling Ziyao slightly more acceptable. 

Lin Mo fell silent. 

If Ling Ziyao was able to mobilise her forces to find and inquire about the goods of the Hongmen. 

Then it would definitely be much faster than searching around on one’s own. 

Calm eyes gathered on Ling Ziyao’s body. 



Lin Mo pondered for a moment and spoke. 

“Faking it is fine, but I won’t approve of it and we won’t have any physical contact.” 

“That’s natural.” 

Ling Ziyao nodded hastily when she saw that Lin Mo had agreed to do so. 

However, while agreeing, Ling Ziyao’s heart still had a slight despondency. 

Could it be that she was all so unattractive now? 

“Then does the Island Master have anything else?” 

Lin Mo looked at the dazed Ling Ziyao and opened his mouth to ask. 

“No, no, just come over at the end of the month ……” 

Even Ling Ziyao didn’t realise that her emotions had been affected by Lin Mo. 

“Then Island Master, I will take my leave.” 

Lin Mo’s schedule of things was still rather tight. 

First of all, the Great Circle Gang that had surrendered to himself was not sure if Xu Chu could suppress 

it. 

And it had already been six or seven days since the last talk with the Hongmen youths. 

Lin Mo reckoned that it was about the same time there, and he himself had to rush back to Lin Island. 

Looking at Lin Mo’s back as he left straight away. 

Ling Ziyao discontentedly stuffed the sword in her hand into its scabbard. 

“Why does this guy just want to leave so badly, am I a flooding beast?” 

Looking at Ling Zhong outside the door, Ling Ziyao spoke directly. 

“Ling Zhong, come here for a moment.” 

Looking at Ling Zhong, Ling Ziyao pointed her slender jade finger at herself, “Am I scary?” 

Ling Zhong, who originally had a serious face, suddenly froze, somewhat unsure if he hadn’t heard 

clearly. 

“I said, am I scary looking!” 

Ling Ziyao’s words caused Ling Zhong to shake his head in a hurry. 

“No, no, no, Island Master, you have icy skin and jade bones, and you’re a beautiful woman, how could 

you be scary?” 

“Then why did he run so fast ……” 

Ling Ziyao’s inner curiosity about Lin Mo became even more intense. 



Looking at Ling Ziyao’s departing back, at this moment, Ling Zhong was like another Zhu Tong. 

Dumb as a wooden chicken. 

…… 

After Lin Mo said goodbye to Qian De Gui and Xiang Er. 

He then intended to return directly to Lin Island. 

Sitting on the turn of Qian’s fleet, Lin Mo’s gaze looked at the map of the West Wanxiang Islands on the 

wall. 

Such a large place, what exactly were the people who had plundered that batch of supplies. 

And who was the one who tipped off the news? 
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“Come on, boys, step up your game, this boat will be over soon!” 

On the dock of the forest island, a group of strong men were carrying the cargo topless. 

An even more muscular strong man was walking at the front, pulling his voice and saying loudly. 

After Lin Mo had left, Hua Qiang had led the force workers’ union to work on the pier. 

“Boss, a dozen more big ships have come from afar!” 

Suddenly, a junior’s gaze was drawn to the ships coming from the sea in the distance. 

At once, he spoke loudly to the bald, strong man standing at the front. 

“Aren’t there just a few boats today?” 

“Little San, take a look at what’s going on!” 

Zhang San, who was dressed in a suit, quickly ran out of his office. 

After seeing a dozen boats in the distance, he picked up his binoculars and took a closer look. 

“Brother Qiang, which are the ships of Qian’s mining company, they are here to deliver iron ore.” 

Zhang San’s voice made Hua Qiang nod his head. 

The merchant fleet of Qian’s Mining Company did often come to deliver many ores. 

Even they had gotten used to it long ago after so long. 

Suddenly, Zhang San’s face changed and a wave of joy surged straight to his heart. 

“Brother Qiang, Molin is back!” 

Zhang San’s voice made it seem as if the stop button had been pressed on the entire pier. 



The next moment, smiles suddenly appeared on the faces of all these strong men. 

“Vice President Molin has returned!” 

“Our good day has finally arrived.” 

“Finally, we don’t have to follow the chairman for three days and nine leeks.” 

The cheers of the strong men caused Hua Qiang’s face to stiffen. 

A few days ago he had gone to the market to buy vegetables with the Maple Leaf coins given by Zhang 

San. 

The result was that they all bought leeks, which caused them to want to vomit when they saw leeks 

these days. 

Even the more serious ones now wanted to vomit when they saw the green stuff. 

“What the hell are you shouting at each and every one of you, are you done for the day?” 

Hua Qiang looked at the group of strong men at the bottom and said loudly in annoyance. 

This group of guys, one by one, just knew how to raise a ruckus. 

Was that the wrong thing to buy? 

He himself just wanted them to eat a little more leeks. 

It’s good for your health. 

These guys didn’t even know their good intentions. 

“Che~~” 

The strong men made contemptuous noises, and then one by one, they went back to work again. 

Hua Qiang placed the goods in his hands on the dock. 

Casually, he grabbed a telescope aside and looked towards the distant ships. 

Sure enough, he saw the white-clad Lin Mo at the bow of the ship. 

“Good lord, this guy Molin has been out for so long, why does it feel like nothing has changed.” 

Hua Qiang spat out and put down the binoculars in his hand. 

His figure then walked towards the pier. 

Lin Mo was definitely coming down from the top of the ship later, and Hua Qiang planned to go and 

greet him. 

Well, definitely not to cover up the fact that he had bought thousands of pounds of leeks. 

As Qian’s mining company’s fleet of ships gradually approached, their speed slowed down. 

One by one, large iron anchors were dropped by them to hold the boats in place. 



Wide iron plates fell and hitched themselves to the ground of the pier. 

Lin Mo, dressed in white, breezed down from the boat. 

When he saw Hua Qiang and Zhang San waiting for him on the pier, a smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face. 

A smile appeared on Lin Mo’s face as he said softly. 

“What are you two doing here?” 

Hua Qiang rubbed the back of his head and quickly found an excuse. 

“Of course it’s to welcome you, Molin, as a great meritorious man.” 

“Right, right, right.” 

On the side, Zhang San didn’t bother to reveal what Hua Qiang was trying to hide. 

He was a very fanatical leek rice, especially leek boxes. 

No matter how many tons Zhang San ate, he never felt a bit tired of it. 

“I’m really honoured to have two people come to greet me.” 
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At noon, Heng Bing, who had learned that Lin Mo had returned, quickly ran over. 

Even the official duties within the Island Master’s residence were temporarily thrown to Zhu Tong. 

“Mo Lin!” 

Heng Bing appeared on the dock with his long legs. 

When he saw Lin Mo, he waved his hand in a rather excited manner. 

To Heng Bing, Lin Mo was his great benefactor and was so facetious. 

Before that, Heng Bing was still thinking about the day when Lin Mo had done something wrong to her. 

She wanted to resist a little. 

A few people sitting in front of the barbecue suddenly turned their heads to look at Heng Bing. 

“The island master is here, want to eat together?” 

Lin Mo stood up, took a chair from the side and inquired towards Heng Bing. 

“It just so happens that I don’t have anything to do today, so I can eat together.” 

Zhu Tong, who was busy at the Island Master’s residence, involuntarily sneezed. 

Looking at the meal placed in front of him, forget it, let’s eat later. 

Heng Bing sat beside Lin Mo in a docile manner. 



But his eyes were fixed on the grill in front of him, not daring to make a single move. 

Lin Mo looked at the already cooked roast meat on the grill, took off a skewer and handed it to Heng 

Bing. 

“Alright, the grilled meat is cooked, so everyone should eat it.” 

Heng Bing carefully took the skewer of meat handed to him by Lin Mo. 

The originally pink cheeks had a slight blush on them at the moment. 

“Thank you.” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, “There is no need to be polite, Island Master, we are all friends in the first place.” 

A look of hesitation appeared on Heng Bing’s face before she finally said with a bite of her silver teeth as 

if she was dying. 

“Since we are all friends, there is no need for you to continue calling me Island Master.” 

“From now on, you can just call me by my name Heng Bing directly.” 

Heng Bing’s words caused Zhang San’s as well as Hua Qiang’s gazes to change slightly. 

Even the two of them, straight men of steel, seemed to feel something different at this moment. 

Lin Mo nodded directly. 

“Since that’s the case, then I’ll just call you Heng Bing from now on.” 

Zhang San as well as Hua Qiang looked at each other without a trace. 

Could it be that Brother Mo Lin this didn’t even feel that the current atmosphere was very strange? 

Heng Bing’s face also revealed a radiant smile after hearing Lin Mo’s words. 

“Molin, can you tell us about your past?” 

Heng Bing’s words caused a bitter smile to appear on Lin Mo’s face. 

“There’s nothing to tell about those things.” 

Although Lin Mo was not continuing his search for Xu Hanxia now. 

But the vague look of worry for Xu Hanxia within his heart was still there. 

Seeing Lin Mo’s somewhat silent appearance, Zhang San hurriedly poked Hua Qiang’s hand with a 

bamboo stick. 

Hua Qiang seemed to be a different person at the moment and actually understood Zhang San’s 

meaning. 

“Hahahaha, then I’ll tell you all a story about when I was.” 

With Hua Qiang’s outburst, the originally dull atmosphere was once again enlivened. 



“Back when I was a ranger at Weihu Mountain, I fought with that tiger twice in three days.” 

“At first we were evenly matched, but later we often won one and lost the other, and that guy seemed 

to use me as a sandbag.” 

Lin Mo and Zhang San glanced towards Hua Qiang’s surging muscles. 

Are you sure it was people using you as a sandbag, not you using them as a sandbag. 

“Later on, after more fights, the two of us got to know each other.” 

“Sometimes she’d go out hunting and still throw the cubs at me and give me a piece of meat when she 

came back.” 

As Hua Qiang spoke, a look of reminiscence pa*sed through his eyes as well. 

I wonder what happened to that tigress as well as the cubs now. 

Under Hua Qiang’s lyrical atmosphere. 

They sat in the shade, feeling the gentle rhythm from the sea breeze. 

Even Lin Mo’s heart, which had been tense, was slightly relieved at the moment. 

After Lin Mo came to the Western Vientiane Islands, he had been planning everything. 

Only now, when he was with Hua Qiang and the others. 

Lin Mo was able to take a slight break. 
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A dark night gradually descends. 

A bright river of stars emerged in the sky. 

Lin Mo’s head was placed at the back of his head, lying on top of the gra*s and quietly gazing up at the 

river of stars. 

In the past, when he was in Guangyang City, Lin Mo had also watched the stars with Xu Hanxia. 

Next to Lin Mo was Zhang San, who was wearing gla*ses, and Hua Qiang. 

As for Heng Bing …… 

Because he couldn’t let go of his face and three big men lying together. 

At this moment is sitting on the gra*s not far away. 

“Zhang San, do you still want to go back later?” 

Suddenly, Hua Qiang, who had been silent, looked at Zhang San, who was beside him, and asked. 

Zhang San’s face flickered slightly before revealing a spontaneous smile. 



“Why else go back, this place is actually quite good.” 

“Even if I go back, I’ll still be alone, as opposed to going back to ……” 

Zhang San suddenly sat up and grinned towards Hua Qiang. 

“I think it’s still you, Brother Qiang, who needs me more as a silly big man.” 

An angry look appeared on Hua Qiang’s face at once: “Good, Little San, I knew that you guy often made 

up about me in private.” 

“Now you actually dare to say that in front of me, you are really looking for a fight!” 

Hua Qiang directly gave a neck lock to Zhang San. 

Lin Mo, who was lying on the gra*s, watched the two of them and the corners of his mouth curled up. 

A hint of envy pa*sed through Heng Bing’s eyes when he saw how joyful the few people were from afar. 

Just as Lin Mo was watching the two people jostling, he suddenly frowned slightly. 

Standing up from the ground, Lin Mo said to the three. 

“I’m going to go to the toilet, you guys wait for me here for a while.” 

Zhang San as well as Hua Qiang nodded with a smile. 

Heng Bing’s face instantly appeared red, but he still glanced curiously towards Lin Mo’s departing back. 

Lin Mo’s pace gradually moved towards a small forest. 

The smile that had been on his face had also disappeared, and instead he carried the calm look of the 

past. 

In the middle of the woods, the chirping of insects resounded continuously. 

A single mosquito was hovering around Lin Mo’s body. 

Lin Mo’s slender eyebrows were slightly raised and an invisible force came out through his body. 

The mosquitoes in the air were in this instant. 

They directly turned into a clump of blood mist and slowly fell down. 

The white clothes on Lin Mo’s body bulged up directly in this windless environment however. 

His indifferent eyes looked towards a certain cla*s of large tree in the darkness. 

“As usual, you like to hide behind a big tree, but you have a poisonous snake on your head.” 

“One bite and this life of yours will be ruined.” 

As Lin Mo’s calm words rang out, there was instant movement behind the big tree. 

“Hiss!” 



An inky black snake was thrown straight out, smashing onto the ground and hissing. 

Lin Mo’s gaze glanced at it, and then a leaf in front of his toes instantly stabbed out. 

The leaf was like a flying knife, arriving in front of the black snake in the blink of an eye. 

Without any sound, the black snake was split in half from its head. 

Flying flowers and leaves can hurt people. 

This is what a martial artist with profound kung fu possesses. 

Powerful internal force was instantly poured into a leaf. 

A figure stepped out from behind the tree, none other than the moustached man from before. 

His eyes, hidden in the darkness, were filled with a look of afterthought. 

He had really heard something about that black snake just now. 

It was a poisonous snake unique to the Western Vientiane Islands, and the toxin was very strong. 

It could even be said that it could seal the throat with blood. 

If he was bitten by that snake, he would definitely not survive. 

The bearded man’s eyes no longer had the most original hostility in them when he looked at Lin Mo. 

“Mr. Molin, my master told me to tell you.” 

“The preparations for your match with Nie Qing will begin tomorrow night, at the docks of the 

Forceworkers’ Union.” 

“We will be waiting for you where.” 

After hearing the moustached man’s words, Lin Mo nodded slightly. 

“I’ll show up on time tomorrow night.” 
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After returning to the gra*s, Lin Mo lay down again. 

“Hua Qiang, how is the development of the Powerworkers’ Union going these days?” 

“Huh?” 

Lin Mo’s sudden statement directly caused Hua Qiang to freeze. 

Lin Mo looked at Hua Qiang with a bitter smile, why would he ask Hua Qiang this question himself. 

Speaking over his gaze turned to Zhang San who was imprisoned by Hua Qiang. 



Zhang San discontentedly slapped Hua Qiang’s arm, he was about to speak how come he was still in the 

middle of himself. 

“Maureen, the per capita gdp of the force workers’ union has gone up by thirty percent recently.” 

“And we are also very thoughtful to prepare five insurance and one gold for everyone and so on.” 

“You can be guaranteed three meals a day with meat at every meal and comfortable enough work 

clothes.” 

In three short sentences, Zhang San summed up the good development of the force workers’ union 

today. 

“How is the construction of the large dock going now?” 

“The foundations have already been laid.” 

The construction of docks was generally more difficult. 

Let alone a mega dock like the one they were planning now. 

Even if the main problem of raw materials had now been solved, it would still take a lot of time to build. 

“From tomorrow onwards, transfer a group of brothers from the force workers’ union over there.” 

“Implement a two-shift work system straight away, we need to speed up the construction of the wharf 

with all our might.” 

Hua Qiang and Zhang San nodded solemnly inside when they saw Lin Mo’s appearance. 

In the distance, Heng Bing also walked over at this moment. 

She saw Lin Mo talking about business and intended to walk closer to listen. 

“Right Heng Bing, how many mortals are there inside the current large prison?” 

Heng Bing’s face froze, then she quickly responded, “Over nine hundred.” 

Lin Mo’s face was ice-cold, he wanted to bring Lin Island into a period of rapid development. 

Then inevitably, he would need examples of blood to make everyone afraid. 

“Investigate their identities, anyone who was a criminal before will be directly in the centre of the island 

tomorrow evening.” 

“Find a convenient place, preferably with good drainage.” 

Lin Mo’s eyes were endlessly cold as he said. 

“All …… beheaded and shown to the public!” 

Heng Bing as well as Hua Qiang both had their faces changed. 

Looking at the ice-cold faced Lin Mo eventually did not say anything. 



They believed that Mo Lin would have his reasons for doing so. 

…… 

The evening of the next day. 

Not far from the entrance of the island master’s residence. 

At this moment, everyone in the entire Lin Island was gathered here. 

It was because today the island master’s residence had suddenly released a message about the public 

execution of criminals. 

In the past, the Island Master’s House had never done anything like this before. 

They had only been a little curious and hadn’t planned to come. 

But as one by one the criminals with shackles on their hands walked through the streets. 

One, ten, fifty, a hundred …… 

The soldiers of the island lord’s house escorted what seemed like an endless number of criminals down 

the street. 

Only then did the people of Lindao realise that this execution was not going to be easy! 

They gathered outside the execution grounds and looked at the dense ma*s of criminals inside. 

One by one, their eyes were horrified at what the Island Master’s House was trying to do here. 

“The Island Lord has arrived!” 

They subconsciously moved out of the way. 

Heng Bing, dressed in a flamboyant outfit, walked over from the back. 

Behind Heng Bing was Lin Mo, who was dressed in white, as well as Hua Qiang, who was wearing a 

waistcoat. 

“That’s …… Mr. Molin!” 

“Didn’t Mr. Mo Lin go to the other islands?” 

“When did Mo Fei come back, then these guys ……” 

One by one, they discussed in a whisper. 

The eyes, however, never left the backs of the three. 

Heng Bing walked to the field and sat on the main seat in the middle. 

While Lin Mo as well as Hua Qiang sat down on the left and right, both without speaking. 

Heng Bing glanced at the sky and felt a voice in his ears. 

“Silence!” 



Heng Bing’s voice caused the people who had been chattering to shut their mouths at once. 

“Now, I will begin the reading!” 
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Heng Bing’s words were filled with a bone-chilling chill as he spoke loudly to everyone. 

“All these people have made mistakes in the outside countries and have come to our Lin Island.” 

“And yet, they do not have the slightest bit of remorse, but continue to do so.” 

“Today, I will simply kill them all to console the people who were killed on my Lin Island.” 

As Heng Bing’s words fell, a clamour erupted from the crowd once again. 

“What the Island Master said is true, where that guy on the face I know!” 

“He’s the one who killed my mother as well as my child!” 

“The murderer of my husband is in there too, he’s the one who killed my husband!” 

“The murderer of my son, I can’t forget it even if it turns to dust!” 

A chorus of cries rang out. 

Most of the residents of Lam Island could see their enemies in this crowd. 

Their emotions erupted like a volcanic eruption in this instant. 

And the criminals who were about to be executed were at this moment frantically begging for mercy to 

Heng Bing. 

“Lord Island Master, we are willing to go and do hard labour, please don’t kill us!” 

“Lord Island Master, I was only momentarily blinded by lard to do that kind of thing, you forgive me, 

Lord Island Master.” 

“Lord Islander, if you let me go, I am willing to take out all my treasured treasures.” 

Looking at each of them with miserable faces, they begged bitterly. 

Heng Bing’s ice-cold face did not change in the slightest. 

Let alone the fact that these guys were already full of evil. 

Last night Lin Mo had also spoken to Heng Bing carefully about why he had to kill these guys. 

The current Lin Island needed a long period of time to develop. 

Within this period of time, absolutely no problems should arise. 

And the best way to maintain maximum peace as well as harmony was to do so. 



A lesson from the past! 

As long as there is a lesson from the past, even if these guys want to make a move, they have to think 

about it. 

And these guys who were imprisoned in the main prison and had committed the most heinous crimes 

became the best tool to make an example of them. 

“Do it!” 

As Heng Bing’s words were spoken, dozens of executioners walked straight forward. 

A dozen of prisoners were dragged straight out from inside. 

Like dragging a dead dog, they dragged them to the guillotine. 

Taking a bowl of wine from the side and putting it in their mouths, the executioners sprayed it on their 

knives in unison. 

The heavy machete wheeled straight down. 

“Poof!” 

Bright red blood spurted out at once. 

The blood spilled onto the earth and seemed to spill down inside the ma*ses of people who had angry 

faces. 

Their eyes were red, and some of them were already in tears. 

“Son, mother is not capable of avenging you, but we have a good island master who has avenged you.” 

“Nui Nui, it’s all because Daddy is useless and can’t protect you, but the person who did you harm is 

dead ……” 

“Daughter-in-law, you can smile with nine districts, that beast is dead!” 

Suddenly, the people of Lin Island hooted and hollered and knelt down to Heng Bing’s position. 

“We thank the Island Master for helping us take revenge!” 

“Thank you, Island Master!” 

“From now on, I am the Island Master’s most loyal subjects!” 

One by one, their foreheads touched the ground tightly. 

Whenever an executioner killed one person, one of them would simply kneel down. 

Even if the flowing blood even oh had spread beneath them. 

Heng Bing, who was sitting at the very top, looked at the people of Lindao who had fallen to their knees. 

At this moment, it felt like her shoulders suddenly sank. 



She was just about to stand up and tell all these people to get up, there was no need for this. 

A palm was placed on Heng Bing’s shoulder, and Lin Mo whispered. 

“This is a piece of their heart, so you should just accept it.” 

“If you don’t accept it, then their hearts will definitely not be happy.” 

Heng Bing twisted her head to glance at Lin Mo’s calm face and nodded. 

Only she silently made a promise within her heart. 

“I will give them a lifetime of peace!” 
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At night, at the dock of the Powerworkers’ Union. 

Lin Mo stood quietly at the edge of the pier, his white clothes stirring wildly under the sea breeze. 

The faint smell of blood in the air was also gradually fading under the sea breeze. 

After the evening’s executions, the smell of blood was strong throughout the island. 

Until now, that feeling had only been slightly better. 

“You’re really ruthless, killing so many people just like that.” 

Suddenly, a frivolous voice rang out. 

A youth dressed in green walked over from afar. 

He was still holding the jade bottle in his hand as he kept pouring wine into his mouth. 

A strong wine aura emanated from his body. 

The moustached man followed behind him, only showing a slight smile when he saw Lin Mo. 

Since the last incident, the moustache man’s impression of Lin Mo had changed somewhat. 

Plus he felt that Lin Mo would definitely have to work under his master afterwards. 

So the attitude was sort of put to good use. 

“There are some things that if you don’t do them others will really think that you are a soft persimmon.” 

Lin Mo looked at the youth and calmly said. 

“Oh, Molin, I just like the way you are unperturbed when it comes to anything.” 

The youth spoke appreciatively to Lin Mo, then glanced at the moustached man. 

“Where’s the boat, why hasn’t it arrived yet?” 

“Master, it will be here soon.” 



Sure enough, it wasn’t long after the moustached man’s words had pa*sed. 

A medium sized ship appeared on the surface of the sea and gradually docked. 

“Let’s go Molin, today we’ll show you one of the great features of the West Vientiane Islands.” 

The youth revealed an indefinable smile towards Lin Mo. 

He then walked directly onto the vessel, with the moustached man respectfully following behind him. 

Standing on the deck of the vessel, the youth revealed an expression of enjoyment. 

“By the way Maureen, have I not told you my name yet?” 

The youth suddenly turned his head to look at Lin Mo and inquired. 

Lin Mo nodded, the youth had never said it and he had never asked. 

“My name is Zhao Draft, you can just call me by my name.” 

“After all,…… you’re not under my command yet, hahaha.” 

Zhao Draft said, suddenly revealing a nervous smile and laughing wildly. 

At this time, the moustached man walked over and whispered a few words in Zhao Draft’s ear. 

“Just a small swarm of sharks, just in time to try out our latest weapons.” 

The latest weapon? 

The moustached man’s face changed abruptly and he whispered. 

“Master, if we use that weapon, aren’t the consequences a little too great?” 

Zhao Draft looked at the moustached man coldly and said in a cold voice. 

“You still know that I am the master?” 

“When you’re a dog you have to know that you must obey, a disobedient dog can die at all times!” 

Cold sweat seeped out of the moustached man’s back and he hurriedly turned away. 

“Maureen, come and see the latest weapon we have developed.” 

The moustached man quickly walked out clutching a cannonball and looked out at the lake and gritted 

his teeth. 

A button on the cannonball was ummed and dropped directly into the water. 

All of a sudden, a glowing red colour suddenly appeared in the middle of the water. 

One shark was completely enveloped by the red light, in just a few dozen seconds. 

Those sharks that were originally hardy and still swimming in the water. 

One by one, they floated to the surface with their stomachs facing upwards. 



Lin Mo’s eyebrows frowned slightly , this is …… 

biochemical grade weapon? 

“Molin, how powerful is this shell, isn’t it terrifying?” 

On the side, Zhao Draft looked at Lin Mo with a nervous smile and said loudly. 

“It’s terrifying.” 

“But then, do you know how much I spent to get this cannonball known as the Destroyer?” 

“A full one million Maple Leaf Coins a piece!” 

“Destroyer?” 
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Lin Mo’s gaze flickered faintly. 

Such a biochemical grade weapon was definitely not something that could appear in the world in plain 

sight. 

And an ordinary country simply couldn’t develop such a weapon. 

“Haha, isn’t that shocking?” 

Zhao Draft seemed to be very satisfied with Lin Mo’s reaction and said with a smile. 

“Not bad, such power is indeed out of my expectation.” 

Lin Mo nodded and said in response to Zhao Draft’s words. 

“Let’s go, we can’t miss the entrance tonight or we’ll have to wait for ages again.” 

The ship travelled quickly in an ironclad direction. 

In a place where the magnetic field was chaotic, and in some places even non-existent. 

One can only navigate by day-to-day amazement as well as judgement. 

And although the course they were travelling on did not seem to change much. 

But Lin Mo felt the ship secretly change its position several times. 

Gradually, Lin Mo saw warm yellow lights in the darkness. 

“Maureen, do you see it, that’s our destination.” 

“Death Cruise, the heaven of the strong, the grave of the weak!” 

As the words fell, a look of madness appeared on Zhao Draft’s face. 

Lin Mo was silent for a while. 



There were times when he felt that Zhao Draft was very neurotic. 

Lin Mo, who had always been calm and steady, was very speechless at this moment. 

As the boat drew closer, a huge light shone through. 

Zhao Draft was prepared and took out a token from his pocket and spoke loudly. 

“I am a friend of the Second Captain!” 

The shiny silver token in Zhao Draft’s hand had the word Two engraved on it. 

A lift was then quickly lowered on the huge ship. 

“Please come up for a few distinguished guests, the second captain is waiting for you.” 

Zhao Draft as well as the moustached man walked straight onto the lift platform, while Lin Mo also 

followed behind the two. 

The lift rose rapidly and finally arrived on the deck of the huge ship. 

A man wearing a bulletproof vest walked up and said to Zhao Draft. 

“This distinguished guest, our second captain is waiting for you in his room, you come with me.” 

As they spoke, Lin Mo’s gaze faintly looked around. 

A well-equipped soldier stood around the deck like a parade. 

There was a soldier every five paces, and the guard was very strict. 

The man led a few people to a room and said to them. 

“A few distinguished guests, I will not be going in with you next.” 

Zhao Draft smiled and nodded, casually taking out a pile of Maple Leaf coins from his pocket. 

The man’s gaze swept over it, and his face instantly revealed a joyful look. 

“More VIPs.” 

The man took the money and quickly departed, but without a hint of a hint. 

Lin Mo’s gaze faintly glanced sideways towards Zhao Draft. 

He found that the other party, however, did not look the slightest bit surprised, as if it was within 

reason. 

Zhao Draft’s finger knocked on the iron door in front of him. 

“Second Captain, this is Zhao Draft.” 

With the sound of Zhao Draft’s words, Lin Mo heard a sudden sound of flesh hitting the ground in the 

room inside the iron door. 

It was so subtle that even Lin Mo only faintly heard it. 



The sound of footsteps gradually rang out. 

The steel door that was originally tightly closed was pulled open straight away. 

And the iron door was pulled open so swiftly that it didn’t even make a sound. 

A large rough hand appeared in front of the crowd. 

Then, the Second Captain’s appearance also appeared in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

A bald head with a very hideous scar on his face. 

It slid down from the left side of his face to his neck. 

If he had used a little more force, he probably would not have survived. 

On top of that, there were dozens of small, dense scars on his face. 

A fierce aura came out of his body. 

This was the second captain of the Death Cruise. 
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The second captain gave Zhao Draft a somewhat grim look. 

“Zhao Draft, you took out my token, so you know what you have to pay.” 

“That’s natural.” 

Zhao Draft’s hand went directly to the moustached man behind him. 

He quickly took out a bank card from his body and handed it to Zhao Draft. 

Zhao Draft, in turn, handed the bank card in his hand to the second captain with a smile on his face. 

“Second Captain, there’s one million Maple Leaf coins in here.” 

“No.” 

The Second Captain looked at Zhao Draft with a fierce gaze and spoke in a deep voice. 

“It used to be one million maple leaf coins, but now it’s two million.” 

The smile on Zhao Draft’s face remained unchanged, only a slightly ruthless look appeared in his eyes. 

He then could still not understand that the second captain was taking advantage of the fire to rip him 

off. 

But he had already come up, there was no way he could go back down. 

Zhao Draft’s hand reached out to the moustached man behind him and said with a smile on his face. 



“It’s my little brother I haven’t been here for a long time and I don’t know much about the Second 

Captain’s rules.” 

“Next time I will definitely set up a banquet for my sins, and I hope the Second Captain will bear with 

me.” 

The Second Captain’s grim face also showed a smile that could scare a small child to tears. 

“What are you talking about, brother Zhao Shuang, we are all family how can we invite sin.” 

“I have some business today, so I will not join you.” 

“If you want to meet any ungrateful guys on this ship, report my name directly.” 

The second captain’s attitude at this moment was simply different from before. 

Zhao’s face was also full of smiles, but the eyes of both of them were full of disdain. 

To them, as long as there was enough interest. 

The next second the two of them could just start killing each other to the death. 

“More Second Captain then. ” 

Zhao Xun smiled and arched his hand at the Second Captain, before turning around and leaving. 

He was very familiar with this ship, so he didn’t even need anyone else to lead the way. 

After Zhao Draft as well as Lin Mo left, the Second Captain’s face turned steeply cold. 

He said with a cold smile, “Just a disciple of the Eighth Hall of the Hongmen, what’s the point of being 

arrogant with me here.” 

“But ……” 

A wise man’s thoughtful look appeared in the Second Captain’s thick eyebrows and large eyes. 

“Who is that fellow behind him?” 

“I was just standing in front of him and my sixth sense frantically reminded me to run.” 

A look of gravity appeared within the Second Captain’s eyes. 

It wasn’t clear whether it was lucky or unlucky for us that a guy like that had run on top of the Death 

Giant. 

Turning back into the room, his arm gave a slight push. 

The big iron door of one or two hundred pounds was instantly closed by him directly. 

The second captain’s gaze went to the corpse lying on the floor without a word. 

…… 

“Maureen, let me talk to you about the tiers of the Death Giant Wheel and what it does.” 



Draft Zhao suddenly turned his head and said to Lin Mo. 

“The first level of the death cruise ship, also known as the deck, is where you land as well as leave.” 

“But if you want to leave this giant ship, you must pay the amount of one hundred thousand Maple Leaf 

Coins.” 

“The rest is divided into six levels in total, the second level is the dining room and the third level is where 

you can stay.” 

“And the last three floors are the main purpose of our visit.” 

A sickly smile once again appeared on Zhao Draft’s face as he said to Lin Mo. 

“The fourth floor is an infinite killing machine, you just have to go in and there will be countless guys 

trying to kill you.” 

“They all have no money to get off the ship and can only go and take that life of theirs to fight and kill.” 

“The fifth level is the Ring of Death, which is the main purpose of our visit.” 

“The sixth level is nothing that needs attention, where it is a place full of filth as well as chaos.” 

Zhao Draft looked at Lin Mo without saying a word and said with a smile. 

“Many of the people down there are not much of a fighter at all and can only kill each other.” 

“And there’s …… no food down there.” 

“There’s no food!” 
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No food? 

So what do the people at the bottom of the deep eat? 

This question was left unsaid by everyone. 

For each of them knew it very well. 

When in a place of chaos and disorder. 

If you want to stay alive, you have to aim at all living things. 

“Do you need something to eat?” 

Having arrived at the second level, the scent of food filled the air. 

Zhao Draft’s gaze looked towards Lin Moxing inquiringly. 

He himself had pressed a full ten million Maple Leaf Coins on top of Lin Mo’s victory. 

Whether Lin Mo could win this time or not, to Zhao Draft, he could only win and not lose. 



“It’s not necessary, let’s move a little faster.” 

Lin Mo shook his head, his gaze calmly looking at Zhao Draft beside him. 

“Don’t be anxious Molin, you can’t challenge Nie Qing yet.” 

Zhao Draft’s words caused a puzzled look to appear on Lin Mo’s face. 

You shouted for me to come over and fight Nie Qing, but now you’re telling me I can’t fight. 

“Nie Qing is very high up in the ring above the Death Giant Wheel, if you want to go and challenge Nie 

Qing.” 

“At the very least, you’d have to make three triple wins to qualify.” 

“Let’s take a night off tonight and wait until tomorrow to talk about going to fight in the Ring of Death.” 

“Good.” 

Lin Mo nodded and didn’t say anything more as he followed Zhao Draft towards the third floor. 

After spending three thousand Maple Leaf Coins on the three rooms on the third floor, everyone went 

back to their own rooms. 

The spending above the Death Giant Wheel was very high. 

If it was outside, it might only cost fifty maple leaf coins for a room. 

But when it came here, it was showing tens and tens of times more. 

Not long after Lin Mo returned to the house, he suddenly heard a faint sound from outside. 

“Are you sure it’s this square room?” 

“Boss you can trust me, that little white face in white clothes is definitely inside this room.” 

“I just looked carefully, that body of his doesn’t even have any muscles.” 

“At a glance, it’s just a rich family’s gentry running on top of the Death Giant thinking it’s a novelty.” 

“If we rob him, we can definitely have enough money to get off the ship!” 

The two men’s faint voices reached Lin Mo’s ears word for word. 

With a slight sound from outside, a light click sounded on the door. 

The two men outside had a happy look on their faces as the door opened. 

At once, they opened a small doorway and stepped inside. 

Just as the two men were inwardly excited and planning to finish the job and get off the boat. 

A human figure stood silently in front of them. 

Lin Mo’s bland gaze enveloped the two men, causing their bodies to stiffen abruptly. 



A sense of crisis that had never been felt before enveloped the two men’s hearts. 

“You two think I’m easy to bully, do you?” 

Lin Mo looked at the two with interest as he inquired in a soft voice. 

“No…… dare not.” 

One of the two men said with some trembling. 

By now he would be a fool if he didn’t understand. 

This was not a case of having no hands, but of people’s greatness they simply could not see. 

“Dare not, then what is the matter with you guys holding the wire and opening the door to my room?” 

Lin Mo’s slender finger pointed at the wire in the other man’s hand. 

The man’s body instantly trembled, and the wire in his hand fell to the ground without even daring to 

pick it up. 

“This lord, we just got carried away for a moment, please forgive us this time.” 

“I promise, I definitely won’t dare to do it again next time.” 

Looking at the man’s false a*surance, the icy look in Lin Mo’s eyes intensified. 

“How about this, I’ll ask you guys something.” 

“Say it and I’ll consider considering sparing you, if you can’t answer.” 

“Then there will only be a way to die.” 

Lin Mo’s words fell, and the two of them immediately said loudly. 

“You ask, just ask!” 

“As long as we know, we’ll tell you everything!” 

 


